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Is the Pain Worth the Gain? 

The Advantages and Liabilities of Agreeing with Socially Distinct Newcomers 

Abstract 

This research investigates the impact of allying with socially dissimilar group members on 

members’ feelings and behavior, and the ultimate performance of the group.  In the context of 

having a newcomer join a group, we conducted a 2 (social similarity of newcomer to oldtimers; 

in-group or out-group) x 3 (opinion agreement: newcomer has no opinion ally, 1 opinion ally, or 

2 opinion allies) interacting group experiment with four-person groups.  Groups with out-group 

newcomers perceived their group interactions as less effective, yet performed better than groups 

with in-group newcomers.  Moreover, this result was not due to newcomers bringing new ideas 

to the group discussion.  Instead, the behavior and feelings of oldtimers who agreed with 

newcomers (i.e., opinion allies to the newcomer) had a larger impact on the groups’ 

outcomes.  The results add to the idea that surface-level (i.e., social) diversity may ultimately be 

beneficial for groups even when out-group members do not bring different deep-level task 

perspectives to the group.  

 Key words:  diversity, newcomers, social similarity, opinion agreement, ally 
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Is the Pain Worth the Gain? 

The Advantages and Liabilities of Agreeing with Socially Distinct Newcomers 

“It is hardly possible to overrate the value…of placing human beings in contact with 

persons dissimilar to themselves, and with modes of thought and action unlike those with 

which they are familiar….Such communication has always been, and is peculiarly in the 

present age, one of the primary sources of progress.” 

John Stuart Mill (1848) 

 Garnering the value of diversity appears to be an elusive, if not daunting, goal for many 

organizational work groups.  In theory, many believe that having a socially distinct individual in 

a group (i.e., diversity) can enhance group performance because people who are “different” will 

bring different perspectives to the table.  The introduction of these novel task perspectives (i.e., 

information, knowledge, preferences, and/or opinions) should trigger deeper thought and 

consideration of alternative perspectives, leading to more thorough processing of information 

that ultimately improves the decision making of the group (e.g., Gruenfeld, 1995; Nemeth, 1986; 

Phillips, 2003). This should be especially true for non-routine tasks that require creativity, 

innovation, or the pooling of unique perspectives.  Such reasoning relies on the assumption of 

congruence or consistency between social characteristics that are salient on the surface and the 

task perspectives held by group members (i.e., deep-level perspectives), which has permeated the 

empirical and theoretical research on diversity (e.g., Chatman, Polzer, Barsade, & Neale, 1998; 

Lawrence, 1997).  That is, researchers and organizational members alike often assume that 

individuals who are different on the surface will also have different deep-level characteristics, 

whereas surface-level similarity is equated with deep-level similarity.  However, such 

congruence between surface-level (i.e., social) and deep-level (i.e., task) characteristics does not 
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always exist (Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, in press; Phillips, Mannix, Neale, & Gruenfeld, 

2004).  Even when it does, groups may fail to benefit from unique perspectives because of 

negative conflict, dismissal of out-group members' perspectives, and a lack of communication 

that often occurs in such settings (e.g., Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999; Maass, Clark, & 

Haberkorn, 1982; Turner, 1985). 

 Recent research by Phillips and Loyd (in press) highlighted a different benefit of surface-

level diversity.  Rather than assuming that people who are socially “different” will also bring 

different task perspectives to the table, they argued that unique perspectives may sometimes be 

held by members of the social majority (i.e., in-group members who are expected to hold the 

same perspectives as those with whom they share social characteristics). And when this is so, the 

presence of surface-level diversity helps uncover incongruent but equally helpful perspectives 

that might not otherwise be voiced during the group discussion (also see Phillips, Northcraft, & 

Neale, in press).  

 We likewise argue here that there is a value in diversity completely independent of 

having a unique task perspective contributed by the different (i.e., out-group) member.  The mere 

presence of surface-level diversity changes the behavior of the members of the social majority 

such that group performance improves.  Phillips and Loyd (in press) demonstrated that the 

reactions of the dissenting social majority member were beneficial for such teams. The focus of 

the current paper is to expand this thesis to consider the other social majority members in the 

group (see Figure 1).  We argue that these individuals, who are in agreement or allied with 

socially dissimilar group members, will feel insecure, and this alliance will threaten their social 

ties with the other in-group members on the team. Because they feel threatened, allies with 

socially dissimilar group members should be motivated to reconcile the differing opinions in the 
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group (Heider, 1958; Newcomb, 1963). The motivation to resolve the discrepancy in opinions 

should benefit group performance as members dig deeper into the alternative perspectives in an 

effort to reconcile the divergent opinions. A critical issue here though is that this improved 

performance may still come at a cost. Group members may not recognize the improved 

performance and may feel that the interactions in surface-level diverse groups are more 

uncomfortable and less effective than in homogeneous settings where they receive support from 

socially similar others.   

 In an interacting group study we examine the psychological mechanisms that generate 

this benefit of surface-level diversity in work groups.  We manipulate group composition using a 

task-irrelevant social characteristic, sorority or fraternity affiliation, for groups working on a 

decision-making task that has a correct solution (Phillips, 2003).  We believe our arguments 

would also apply to task-relevant characteristics, but believe that if these effects hold for task-

irrelevant characteristics, it would be a more robust test of the phenomenon in question (see 

Pelled, 1996, and Phillips & Loyd, in press, for discussion).  In this work, the deep-level 

perspective differences are based on the individual pre-discussion opinions held by the group 

members (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998; Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; Phillips & 

Loyd, in press).  The decision-making task, drawn from research on the hidden-profile paradigm 

(e.g., Stasser & Titus, 1985, 1987), is of a more intellective nature but, unlike a purely 

intellective task such as a mathematics problem where truth wins, the solution to the task may 

not be clearly demonstrable to all group members. Members may seek confirming information 

for their initial pre-discussion decision and fail to consider the available information (Wason, 

1960). As with many organizational decision-making settings, it is important that group members 

are motivated and willing to deviate from their initial opinions for the group to be successful. We 
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consider group level performance and affect, as well as individual level feelings and behavior in 

an effort to understand if the affective pain of allying with socially dissimilar individuals – 

referred to as out-group members throughout the rest of the paper - is worth the cognitive gain of 

improved performance in the group.   

To test our ideas and also address the generalizability of past research to groups of 

different sizes, we introduce either an additional in-group or an out-group member as a 

“newcomer” to surface-level homogeneous groups (the issue of group size was raised by the 

research of Phillips and Loyd, in press, which focused on three-person groups).  This newcomer 

status allows us to highlight and manipulate systematically both the social (sorority/fraternity 

membership) and task (opinion) ties between current members (i.e., oldtimers) and the 

newcomer (see Figure 2 for a depiction of the full experimental design). Our study advances 

research on newcomer dynamics, social identity, and balance theories by presenting the first 

empirical evidence linking the three.  Moreover, we address the common confounding of 

newcomer and out-group status, recognizing that newcomers may share social identity with the 

standing group (see Jackson, Stone, & Alvarez, 1993, for a theoretical consideration). Finally, 

this work provides empirical evidence for why the mere presence of surface-level diversity may 

benefit group performance, regardless of the uniqueness or accuracy of the perspectives held by 

group members. As we develop the hypotheses below we integrate past research on newcomers 

to small groups and discuss why it provides a particularly appropriate context to test these ideas. 

Hypothesis Development 

Surface-level Diversity, Newcomers, and Group Outcomes 

Reactions to newcomers often depend on the way they differ from existing group 

members. Oldtimers look to see if newcomers agree or disagree with their opinions, and whether 
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they share social similarities. These factors may determine the ease of socialization of 

newcomers into groups (Jackson et al., 1993).  However, consistent with research on group 

diversity, research on newcomers has generally operated with two fundamental assumptions that 

can be seen in both the empirical and theoretical work; first that newcomers are traditionally 

regarded as social “out-group members,” and second, that newcomers are beneficial to team 

performance because they can bring unique perspectives to the group (e.g., Choi & Levine, 2004; 

Kane, Argote, & Levine, 2005; Katz, 1982; Louis & Sutton, 1991; Moreland, 1985). These 

similarities between research on diversity and newcomers make the newcomer context a 

particularly compelling one in which to test our thesis. 

Newcomers, defined as any group member who was not part of the group at some prior 

starting point, are often seen as disrupting the norms, communication flow, and social 

functioning of the group and are consequently viewed as outsiders or out-group members (e.g., 

Nuwer, 1978; Vaught & Smith, 1980; Zurcher, 1970).  Indeed, the challenges of being new to a 

group are often compounded by the fact that newcomers may possess social identities that 

distinguish them, in addition to their ‘newness,’ from existing group members.  Any number of 

characteristics may be used to make this assessment, with visible characteristics such as race and 

gender being the most salient.  However, other characteristics, such as geographic location, 

functional background, type of school one attended, etc., may also serve as bases of distinction.  

When the salient characteristic is shared, newcomers may be seen as socially similar in-group 

members, whereas differences on that dimension classify them as socially dissimilar out-group 

members.  In the latter case, Jackson et al. (1993) theorized that out-group newcomers would 

have an especially difficult socialization process, experiencing greater anxiety and sensitivity to 

their team’s evaluation of them than in-group newcomers.  Moreover, most past research on 
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diversity would also suggest that the oldtimers in such diverse groups will have a more difficult 

time accepting and integrating the out-group newcomer into the group than they would an in-

group newcomer (c.f., Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). 

The discomfort felt by groups with out-group newcomers, as well as the increased 

interpersonal and task conflict (e.g., Jehn et al., 1999), anxiety, and difficulty communicating 

that may accompany diversity, should lead such groups to perceive their group interactions as 

less effective than groups with in-group newcomers.  Thus, it may be difficult for surface-level 

diverse groups to recognize benefits to performance if and when they do emerge.  

 In contrast, it has been argued that the addition of newcomers can be beneficial to group 

functioning for two reasons.  First, they might bring alternative perspectives that benefit the 

group.  Second, the addition of newcomers causes oldtimers to increase their task focus, 

questioning their own routines and reevaluating current norms and practices (Feldman, 1976, 

1994; Louis & Sutton, 1991; Sutton & Louis, 1987).  As both newcomers and oldtimers seek 

information about the groups’ norms and opinions, the formal and informal relationships may be 

redefined, leading to more focus on the task (Morrison, 1993; Ziller & Behringer, 1965; Ziller, 

Behringer, & Jansen, 1961).  This shift in task focus may be further influenced by the social 

identity of the newcomer.  When in-group newcomers join a group, current members feel little 

need to socialize and orient them to the group's task, as they assume they will fit in and 

understand what the group is trying to achieve.  In contrast, when presented with an out-group 

newcomer, current group members, if they are motivated to incorporate this individual, will feel 

a much stronger need to explain their actions and philosophies about the task (i.e., “We do things 

this way because…”).  The offshoot of such process differences should facilitate performance on 

the task. Moreover, recent work by Phillips and colleagues suggests that whether the socially 
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dissimilar individual possesses a unique perspective or not (Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, in 

press; Phillips et al., 2004), as long as there are unique perspectives present in the group, having 

a socially dissimilar member in the group may be beneficial for group performance. 

 Taken together, we argue here that the benefits accrued from newcomers are more likely 

to be reaped when that newcomer is perceived as a social outsider rather than a social insider.  

However, there may be a trade-off.  Ironically, surface-level diverse groups who have an out-

group newcomer are likely to believe that their group's interactions were less effective than 

surface-level homogeneous groups. However, the process differences that out-group newcomers 

are likely to stimulate, such as task engagement, intensified information processing, and voicing 

of dissenting opinions (Phillips, 2003; Phillips & Loyd, in press), should enhance group 

performance.  Therefore, we expect a divergence between actual performance and perceptions of 

group interaction such that,  

Hypothesis 1: Surface-level diverse groups (i.e., with an out-group newcomer) will 

perceive their group interactions as less effective, but will actually perform better than 

surface-level homogeneous groups (i.e., with an in-group newcomer) who will perceive 

their group interactions as more effective, but will actually perform worse. 

The Impact of Opinion Alliances 

Newcomers are often prized precisely for their new information, ideas, and opinions 

(Mohrman, Cohen, & Mohrman, 1995; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).  Research on informational 

diversity and minority influence in groups has shown that groups with more informational 

diversity (e.g., functional background, educational, knowledge) engage in greater task conflict 

and outperform groups with less informational diversity (Jehn et al., 1999; Pelled, Eisenhardt, & 

Xin, 1999).  Moreover, the injection of new or minority opinions, even if incorrect, can improve 
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group performance because they stimulate divergent thinking and consideration of alternative 

perspectives (Gruenfeld, 1995; Gruenfeld, Martorana, & Fan, 2000; Nemeth & Kwan, 1985, 

1987; Nemeth, 1986). This suggests that newcomers with unique information or opinions 

compared to newcomers who agree with other members in the group should enhance group 

performance. The design of our study will allow us to not only test this argument, but also 

examine if the social identity of the newcomer will make a difference in such settings.   

There has been very little, if any, research considering how newcomers will influence 

group performance and oldtimers' behavior when they do not bring unique information or 

opinions to the group.  Although it is often assumed that newcomers will introduce unique 

information and opinions during group decision-making (e.g., Katz, 1982), there may be 

situations when newcomers and oldtimers actually share opinions.  When this happens, oldtimers 

are opinion allies of the newcomers.  In such cases, individuals who agree are in a position to 

support each other, and their opinion agreement ties them to one another (Larson, Sargis, & 

Bauman, 2004; Phillips, 2003; Phillips et al., 2004).  Thus, this alliance should lead oldtimers 

who agree with the newcomer to pay more attention to and integrate them more completely into 

the group discussion than do those who are not allied with the newcomer.   

However, the reasons for granting attention to the newcomer may be affected by the 

social identity of that individual.  When individuals ally with an in-group newcomer, they should 

appreciate the additional support of their perspective, especially if other group members had 

previously disagreed with them.  In contrast, when individuals ally with an out-group newcomer 

they should feel distressed by the incongruent nature of their opinion alliance (i.e., people don't 

expect to agree with out-group members).  They may ask themselves, “Why do I agree with this 

out-group member instead of my fellow in-group members?”  Like allies of in-group newcomers, 
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allies of out-group newcomers may also listen to and consider the perspectives of the newcomer, 

but for totally different reasons.  Instead of basking in the support of the newcomer, allies in this 

case may be listening and considering the perspective of the newcomer in an attempt to uncover 

what is at the root of the divergence in opinions between themselves and their fellow in-group 

members.  Moreover, the discomfort felt by the ally may carry over to the non-allies in these 

groups.  Consider Figure 1 again.  The incongruent nature of the alliance between one of the 

oldtimers and an out-group newcomer may put everyone on alert and turn their attention to the 

newcomer.  Furthermore, the presence of an out-group member and the incongruence of the 

alliance should change the overall atmosphere of the group from a more social environment to a 

more task focused one. Politeness norms might also compel both allies and non-allies of out-

group newcomers to pay attention to and integrate them into the group (McLeod, Baron, Mart, & 

Yoon, 1997), whereas it may be acceptable for non-allies of in-group newcomers to be more 

dismissive. For these reasons, we hypothesize that while allies of newcomers should pay more 

attention to them than non-allies overall, this difference should be diminished in groups with an 

out-group newcomer as compared to those with an in-group newcomer.   

Hypothesis 2:  Allies will pay more attention to newcomers than will non-allies, but this 

 difference will be reduced in groups with an out-group newcomer compared to those with 

 an in-group newcomer. 

With this increased attention to the task and focus on reconciling the incongruence in 

perspectives, we expect groups with out-group newcomers to outperform groups with in-group 

newcomers as stated in Hypothesis 1.  When in-group newcomers join the group, their opinion 

allies will feel validated by the support received from an additional fellow in-group member.  

This will further entrench their views, making them less willing to change perspectives or 
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consider alternatives (which, if they are wrong, will certainly be detrimental to the group's 

performance).  In contrast, the attention paid to out-group newcomers occurs out of a need to 

reconcile the incongruence and solve the problem at hand.  This should allow groups with 

socially dissimilar newcomers to delve deeper into the information and make better decisions.  

Thus we hypothesize that, 

Hypothesis 3:  The more attention allies pay to out-group newcomers, the better the 

groups will perform.  In contrast, the more attention allies pay to in-group newcomers, 

the worse the groups will perform.   

Finally, oldtimers’ affective experience may be influenced by whether they are opinion 

allies of in-group or out-group newcomers.  Agreement with an in-group member may be 

socially validating (Abrams, Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990; Deutsch & Gerard, 

1955; Festinger, 1954; Heider, 1958;  Phillips & Loyd, in press; Turner, 1985).  In contrast, 

agreement with an out-group member (and by default, disagreement with some or all fellow in-

group members), violates expectations and gives rise to a state of incongruence and 

corresponding discomfort that individuals are motivated to reconcile (Heider, 1958; Newcomb, 

1968).  In particular, allies of socially dissimilar newcomers may feel uncomfortable with a link 

that ties them to an out-group and distinguishes them from their fellow in-group members (e.g., 

Brown &Abrams, 1986).  This may reduce feelings of social validation (how valued and 

supported one feels by fellow group members) because their link to an outsider may call into 

question the basis of their membership in their own social group (Phillips, 2003; Turner, 

Pratkanis, Probasco, & Leve, 1992).  For instance, in a decision-making group where political 

affiliation is a salient social characteristic, if a Democrat agrees with a Republican about an 

important bill, she will likely experience greater levels of discomfort and questioning of her own 
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perspective than if she were in agreement with a Democratic colleague.  Thus we predict that 

Hypothesis 4:  Opinion allies of out-group newcomers will feel less socially validated 

than their non-ally counterparts.  However, opinion allies of in-group newcomers will 

feel more socially validated than their non-ally counterparts. 

The implications of this differential level of discomfort are intriguing because opinion 

allies of out-group newcomers should be motivated to reconcile the opinion difference between 

themselves and their in-group colleagues.  They could either attempt to sever their alliance with 

the out-group newcomer by renouncing their prior opinion (which is difficult to do after it has 

been publicly stated and argued prior to the arrival of the newcomer), or alternatively, they could 

try to uncover and explore the reasons for the disparity among group members' opinions.  If this 

concern for reconciliation were to manifest itself through the predicted boost in attention and 

efforts to solve the problem, then the superior performance of groups with out-group newcomers 

may be attributed to the behavior of allies who agree with the newcomer, rather than any unique 

opinions provided by the newcomer him or herself.  In essence, it is opinion allies' reactions to 

the newcomer that enhances performance. 

As we explore the interaction of surface-level and deep-level similarity among oldtimers 

and newcomers, the use of an experimental, rather than field, methodology provides the control 

necessary to disentangle these factors in ways that are virtually unattainable in the field (e.g., 

Barsade, 2002).  We combine the controlled setting of the laboratory with authentic social 

identity groups (those of fraternity and sorority membership), thereby minimizing the artificiality 

of ad-hoc lab-based groups that are divorced from the meaningful identities that characterize 

organizational teams.  In this case, we start with surface-level homogeneous groups where all 

group members share the same salient social identity.  Our results demonstrate that the addition 
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of an out-group newcomer enhances group performance more than the addition of an in-group 

newcomer, despite perceptions that the group interacts less effectively and the relatively negative 

affective experience of group members who are allied (based on shared opinions) with out-group 

newcomers. 

Methods 

 Participants and Overview.  Two hundred twenty active members of sororities and 

fraternities at Northwestern University participated in this research. Elaborate socialization and 

membership processes occur when individuals join a sorority/fraternity.  Thus, membership in 

these groups represents a central part of the participants’ identities, making them attractive 

targets for social identity researchers (e.g., Allen & Wilder, 1979; Biernat, Vescio, & Green, 

1996).   Members participated voluntarily and received $10 as compensation for their 

participation.  Usable data was attained from 132 sorority members and 68 fraternity members, 

yielding fifty same-gender four-person groups. Groups or individuals were excluded from 

analysis if participants had been exposed to the task in a previous experiment.  The current study 

used a 2 (social similarity of newcomer to oldtimers: in-group or out-group) X 3 (opinion 

agreement: newcomer has no opinion ally, 1 opinion ally, or 2 opinion allies) between-subjects 

design (see Figure 2 which includes the number of groups in each condition).  The task required 

participants to read a murder mystery and make an individual decision regarding who they 

believed committed the homicide.  These individual decisions varied and were used to compose 

groups that conformed to one of the conditions of the experimental design.  

Procedures.  When participants arrived at the lab, they were told that they would be 

engaging in a group decision-making task.  Upon entering the lab, participants’ distinct social 

identities were made salient by large banners with their sorority/fraternity names posted on 
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opposite walls of the laboratory and by requiring participants to sit on the side of the room (a 

thick line of blue tape further demarcated the room into two sides) corresponding to their 

sorority/fraternity.  To reinforce their unique identities, participants also wore different colored 

nametags with their sorority/fraternity name written on them. 

Participants were presented with the Murder Mystery task (Stasser & Stewart, 1992) and 

given twenty minutes to examine evidence regarding a murder case and make an individual 

decision as to which of three individuals was the most likely suspect.  Participants were asked to 

abstain from any discussion before meeting with their groups and were told that they could take 

notes on one sheet of paper that they would be allowed to take into the group discussion.  This 

was intended to help them reference relevant information without accessing the case itself.  After 

studying the case for 20 minutes, participants were asked to privately select the most likely 

suspect and write a brief explanation for their choice (Phillips, 2003).  

After indicating their individual choice, the experimenter created four-person groups; 

three of the individuals were always members of the same fraternity/sorority (the oldtimers) and 

the fourth individual (the newcomer) was either from that same fraternity/sorority (i.e., in-group) 

or from a different one (i.e., out-group).  Thus, there was random assignment to teams after 

considering the social identity and individual choice of the participants. After creating the 

groups, the individuals who had been selected to be the eventual newcomers were led by another 

experimenter to a separate room to work on a 10-minute filler task (a survey for an unrelated 

study).  Meanwhile, the remaining participants who would comprise the initial three-person 

groups were given a shorter 5-minute filler task to complete before being taken to break-out 

rooms to begin the group discussion.  The fact that the filler task for participants in the 

newcomer role took longer to complete created a 5-minute time lag, allowing the initial three-
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person group to begin discussion before the newcomer arrived.  The initial three group members 

(oldtimers) were told they would have twenty-minutes to come to a group decision regarding the 

most likely suspect; after five minutes, a fourth person (the newcomer) joined the discussion.  

This short time lag of five minutes constituted one quarter of the life-cycle of the group (i.e., 20 

minutes).  Given the time constraints and experience of the authors with using this task in past 

studies, we felt that five minutes would be a sufficient amount of time for the oldtimers to 

develop a good understanding of each other’s perspective on the case, but not enough time to 

reach an unalterable group conclusion about the most likely suspect (Gruenfeld, Mannix, 

Williams, & Neale, 1996; Liljenquist, Galinsky, & Kray, 2004; Phillips, 2003; Phillips et al., 

2004). 

Social similarity between the newcomer and oldtimers (in-group vs. out-group) was 

manipulated according to whether the newcomer joining the group was from the same or 

different sorority/fraternity as the other three group members.  When the newcomer joined the 

group, the oldtimers were told, "X's (participant’s first name) last task took a little longer to 

complete.  X is from XYZ sorority.  To help bring X up to date, why don’t you all tell her who 

you initially identified on your sheet as the murderer and then X will tell you who she thinks did 

it.  You still have 15 minutes for discussion."  This was done to make sure all group members 

were aware of the social and opinion constellation of the group.  Moreover, the reason for the 

time delay was attributed to the task given to the participant and not the participant him or 

herself. Opinion agreement was operationalized as whether newcomers joined groups in which 

they had zero, one, or two opinion allies concerning who they chose as the most likely murder 

suspect (See Figure 2 for the design). Groups' discussions were videotaped.   

 After the discussion, each group was required to indicate a group suspect choice. 
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Participants then completed an individual post-discussion questionnaire assessing confidence in 

the group decision, perceptions of how effective and comfortable the group discussion was, 

feelings of social validation, and their personal belief regarding who really committed the 

murder.  In addition, we asked group members to report how well they knew each group 

member, including the newcomer.  After completing the post-discussion questionnaire, 

participants were debriefed and paid for their participation. 

Group task.  We used a variation of the Murder Mystery task described in Stasser and 

Stewart (1992).  Participants read a booklet of information about a homicide investigation, 

including interviews with potential suspects, a map of the scene of the crime, a handwritten note, 

and a newspaper article.  The interviews contained clues that either incriminated or exonerated 

each of the three suspects.  There was an equal amount of incriminating information about each 

suspect, but there were two pieces of exonerating information for Suspect 2 and three pieces of 

exonerating information for Suspect 3.  Therefore, after considering all the evidence, participants 

should conclude that only Suspect 1 had both the motive and opportunity to commit the crime 

and had attempted to frame one of the other suspects.  Unlike a traditional "hidden-profile" 

design in which group members receive partial information that must be pooled together, all 

members of the group received the same, complete information packet (Phillips, 2003).  Previous 

research has shown that individuals under time pressure are often unable to identify the best 

suspect on their own (Phillips, 2003).  Thus, a thorough discussion of the case and all of its 

contents is beneficial to identifying the best suspect. 

Dependent variables.  We coded each group’s videotaped discussion to assess total group 

discussion time, speaking time proportions for each individual, oldtimers’ attention to the 

newcomer, and the amount of task focus in the group. Due to the length of the group discussions, 
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we first divided the videotapes into eight equal time segments to avoid any primacy or recency 

effects in the coders' evaluations.  After viewing each time segment, coders recorded the 

percentage of time each person spoke. This measure could theoretically range from 0-100%.  

Additionally, for each of the original three group members, coders evaluated the amount of 

attention they directed towards the newcomer.  This variable, developed by the authors in light of 

the theoretical focus of the paper, was measured on a 7-point Likert scale and captured (on the 

low end) the extent to which each oldtimer either pushed his or her own personal opinions and 

beliefs or considered the opinions and beliefs of the newcomer and encouraged their 

incorporation into the group discussion (on the high end).  We felt that this measure would 

capture the differential processes we expected to see in the various groups and allow us to gain 

some insight into the effort and motivation group members put forth to resolve the task.  Since 

some oldtimers were expected to be more motivated to stick with their initial opinions rather 

than being open to changing their minds about the best solution, we used this as a behavioral 

measure to capture this intention.  This variable was measured at the individual level for each 

oldtimer in the group.   

We also measured the amount of task focus in the group.  Given the interactive nature of 

the group discussion, coders made judgments at the group level regarding the percentage (0-

100% in 5-point increments) of the group discussion that was task vs. social (i.e., discussing 

anything non-task relevant).  Higher percentages indicated a greater focus on the task.  This 

judgment was made for both the time period preceding the entry of the newcomer and for the 

time period following their addition to the group.  Two coders who were blind to the hypotheses 

of the study, evaluated twenty-two percent of the videotapes and developed strong inter-rater 

reliability on the percentage of time each person spoke (intra-class correlation = .97), attention to 
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the newcomer (intra-class correlation = .96) and task focus (intra-class correlation = .86).  The 

two coders each coded half of the remaining videotapes. 

Group performance was based on whether the group chose the correct suspect or not.  

This was a dichotomous dependent variable with 1 = correct and 0 = not correct.  The remaining 

dependent variables were assessed on the post-task questionnaires.  Perceptions of effective 

group interactions were assessed with two items, “As a group, we worked effectively together,” 

and, “Our group was comfortable working together,” on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 = not at 

all to 7 = extremely (r = .49, p < .0001).  The ICC(1) for these two items were .16 and .21 

respectively (F values were significant at p < .01), suggesting that it was appropriate to aggregate 

these assessments to the group level.1 We also measured how confident group members were 

that they had chosen the correct suspect.  We examined this measure of group efficacy in 

addition to the perceptions of effective interaction, given the trade-off proposed in Hypothesis 1. 

The ICC(1) here was .42, F (49, 150) = 2.91, p < .01, so we also analyzed this variable at the 

group level.  

Social validation was measured with three items from the questionnaire, “I felt that other 

group members accepted me as a member of the group,” “I felt the group was interested in what 

I had to say,” and “I felt like I made an important contribution to the group” (α = .75).  The 

ICC(1) for these items averaged .06 suggesting that a significant amount of the variance in this 

construct could not be accounted for by group membership (F (49, 150) = 1.27, p = ns for the 

scale).  These items were designed to assess how supported group members felt both with regard 

to their social experience and their task experience in the group.  Exploratory factor analyses also 

revealed that these variables loaded on the same factor with loadings ranging from .74 to .88.  

Finally, at the end of the questionnaire, participants were asked their post-discussion private 
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opinion about the murder suspect.  We told them that none of the other group members would 

learn of their personal choice.  We asked this question to gain more insight into whether group 

members had really changed their mind from their initial assessment of the case. 

Analysis Strategy.  Hypotheses 1 and 3 were analyzed at the group level using binary 

logistic and ANCOVA analyses because the dependent variables in both cases were at the group 

level (i.e., group performance, perceptions of effectiveness, group confidence).  However, 

Hypotheses 2 and 4 required multilevel modeling because of the nested nature of the data.  

Individuals (i.e., allies and non-allies) were nested within a group, so we had to account for the 

interdependence of group members’ behaviors and perceptions.  Consequently, we employed 

multi-level analyses (also called random coefficient models and hierarchical models) to account 

for group effects on the dependent variables (see Kenny, Kashy, & Bolger, 1998, and Kreft & de 

Leeuw, 1998, for reviews).  This procedure accounts for the interdependence of group members' 

data (Kenny, Mannetti, Pierro, Livi, & Kashy, 2002), reducing the inflation of the test statistics 

and providing better estimates of the true underlying relationships between the independent and 

dependent variables.  Controlling for these random effects, we can better estimate the fixed 

effects of allying with an in-group or an out-group newcomer on the dependent variables.  Our 

multilevel analyses were only concerned with the differences between those allied and not allied 

with the newcomer, thus we conducted these analyses on the oldtimers only.  All of these 

multilevel analyses were conducted using HLM 6. 

Results 

 Manipulation checks. Before testing our hypotheses, we wanted to make sure that all 

group members were aware of the sorority/fraternity affiliation of each of the other group 

members.  In the post-discussion questionnaire, we asked each group member to indicate if they 
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shared the same sorority or fraternity affiliation with each of the other three group members.  In 

all but one of the 50 groups, every group member responded accurately to this set of questions. 

An examination of the videotape for this group revealed that we had accurately coded the group 

identities in our dataset. Moreover, the results did not change with this group excluded so we 

report the results on all 50 groups here.  

 When asked to indicate how well they knew their group members after completing the 

group discussion (on a 1-7 scale), the original three group members indicated that they knew 

their fellow oldtimers significantly better than the newcomer.  This was expected and confirmed 

in the case of out-group newcomers (oldtimers M = 5.36, SD = 1.66; newcomer M = 2.94, SD = 

1.52) F(1, 70) = 112.40 p < .001, one-tailed), but it was also true in the in-group newcomer 

condition (oldtimers M = 5.18, SD = 1.75; newcomer M = 4.99, SD = 1.83), F(1, 77) = 3.60,  p = 

.03, one-tailed).2  This result indicated that even though there was a relatively short time lag 

before newcomers joined the group in an absolute sense, this time was sufficient enough to alter 

people’s perceptions of how well they knew fellow in-group members.   

Given our intergroup context in which members of two different sororities or fraternities 

participated at any given time, we expected social identity effects to outweigh any effects of 

familiarity (e.g., Harrison, Mohammed, McGrath, Florey, & Vanderstoep, 2003); however, we 

measured and controlled for familiarity among the participants to eliminate it as an alternative 

explanation for our effects.  We included how well group members knew one another as a 

covariate for all of the analyses presented below, as well as analyses on the task focus variable.  

On only one dependent variable, task focus, was the influence of familiarity significant (F(1, 40) 

= 4.67, p < .05), and in that case, it overwhelmed the marginal effects of our focal independent 

variable of newcomer identity; the better individuals knew one another, the less task focused 
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they were during the group discussion (r(50) = -.39, p < .01) (task focus M = 84.69, SD = 19.36 

on a 100-point scale).  The remaining results below control for how well members knew one 

another and show that the impact of identity occurs above and beyond the influence of reported 

familiarity. 

We also measured the level of identification with one’s sorority or fraternity using 

Doosje, Ellemers, and Spears’ (1995) four-item measure of social identification on a 7-point 

scale (α = .89) (sample item: “I am pleased to be a member of my sorority.” 1 = do not at all 

agree to 7 = completely agree).  The mean level of identification was 6.23, sd = .96, indicating 

relatively high levels of identification with the sorority or fraternity groups used.  There was no 

impact of newcomer status or social similarity (in-group or out-group member) on level of 

identification.  Finally, groups spent an average of 14.29 minutes discussing the murder mystery 

case, and this was not significantly influenced by the social similarity of the newcomer to the 

oldtimers, giving us confidence that our results were not just due to time spent discussing the 

task.  All of these preliminary analyses give us confidence that our manipulations and the context 

created were appropriate for testing our hypotheses. 

 The trade-off between actual and perceived performance.  After reading the murder 

mystery, but before meeting with their group, participants indicated who they believed 

committed the murder.  Across all conditions, 44% of the individual participants identified the 

correct suspect before group discussion.  There were no pre-discussion differences across 

experimental conditions in the overall number of participants who selected the correct suspect, χ2 

(df = 5, n = 200) = 2.16, p = .83.  Table 1 includes the means and correlations at the group level 

for all variables of interest.  Table 2 includes relevant means and correlations at the individual 

level.  The percentage of individuals who got the answer correct prior to beginning the group 
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discussion (i.e., individual accuracy) was strongly correlated with group accuracy (r = .66, p < 

.01).  Thus, we controlled for pre-discussion individual accuracy in all performance-related 

analyses.  This is consistent with past research on the impact of group members' initial 

preferences on group decisions (e.g., Davis, 1973; Hollingshead, 1996; Phillips, 2003; Phillips et 

al., 2004; Stasser, Stewart, & Wittenbaum, 1995).  To explore the impact of initial preferences 

further, we used the same analysis strategy as Phillips et al. (2004) and examined the influence of 

our independent variables on the groups’ ability to capitalize on the accuracy of their individual 

members. 

To test Hypothesis 1, which argued that there would be a trade-off between actual 

performance and perceived effectiveness of the group, we first conducted a binary logistic 

regression on the dichotomous performance variable (0 = incorrect, 1 = correct).  Table 3 reports 

the binary logistic results.  Through each of the models, the number of group members who were 

correct going into the discussion remained a significant covariate.  We also found in Model 2 

that there was a significant impact of newcomer identity on group performance.  Groups with 

out-group newcomers performed significantly better (75%) than those with in-group newcomers 

(53.85%).   

As for perceived effectiveness, a 2 (newcomer similarity) x 3 (number of allies) 

ANCOVA analysis revealed again that the number of individuals correct prior to group 

discussion was a significant covariate (F(1, 42) = 10.15, p < .01), and that groups with out-group 

newcomers thought their groups performed less effectively than groups with in-group 

newcomers, F (1, 42) = 6.29, p < .02.  Thus, Hypothesis 1 received support.  Groups with in-

group newcomers performed worse than groups with out-group newcomers, yet they thought that 

they worked more effectively together.  Likewise, this hypothesis received support with regard to 
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how confident groups were about their decision choice, F(1, 42) = 4.36, p < .05.  Groups with 

out-group newcomers were less confident about their chosen suspect than were groups with in-

group newcomers (See Figure 3). 

We also investigated this divergence between objective performance and perceptions of 

group effectiveness following the procedure used by Galinsky, Mussweiler, and Medvec (2002).  

First, we transformed the measures of perceived effectiveness and group decision accuracy to z 

scores to put them on a common metric for comparison purposes.  We then analyzed this data in 

a 2 (social identity of newcomer: in-group vs. out-group) X 3 (number of allies: 0, 1, or 2) X 2 

(perceived effectiveness vs. actual performance) mixed model analysis of covariance with 

repeated measures on the third factor, and individual pre-discussion decision accuracy and how 

well group members knew one another as covariates.  The significant interaction between the 

repeated factor and newcomer identity, F(1, 42) = 16.37, indicated that groups with an out-group 

newcomer performed better than those (M = .23, SD = .91) with an in-group newcomer (M = -

.21, SD = 1.05), yet simultaneously felt that their group interactions were less effective (M = -

.45, SD = .97 and M = .41, SD = .85).  Simple effects tests provided more support for our trade-

off claims. Groups with out-group newcomers performed significantly better than their 

perceptions of the interaction would suggest, t(23) = 3.73, p = .001, whereas groups with in-

group newcomers perceived that their group interactions were much better than their actual 

performance reflected, t(25) = -3.39, p = .002.  Again, this analysis strategy revealed consistent 

effects when examining the amount of confidence groups reported having in their group 

decision.  

To achieve a better understanding of the performance results, we created Table 4.  In 

Table 4 we show the relationship between individual accuracy and group accuracy as a function 
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of newcomer similarity.  With this table, we can see that if three of the four group members had 

the correct answer prior to group discussion, the group always got the right answer, as would be 

expected.  However, the remainder of the table suggests that groups with out-group newcomers 

were better able to capitalize on the accuracy of individual group members and reach a correct 

final group decision than were groups with in-group newcomers (the rows where they had 0, 1, 

or 2 individuals correct at the start).  On average, groups with out-group newcomers were more 

likely to arrive at the correct solution even when two or fewer of the groups’ members initially 

started off with the wrong answer (60%, 9 out of 15 groups), as compared to groups with an in-

group newcomer (29.4%, 5 out of 17 groups) (Z test for two proportions = 1.74, p = .041 one-

tailed).  

Going back to Table 3, we can start to understand the role of the number of allies in these 

groups.  First, as you can see from Model 4, having one or two allies (marginally) seems to 

negatively impact group performance as compared to having no allies at all.  But these main 

effects only become significant in light of the significant interaction between newcomer 

similarity and having two allies.  Figure 4 helps to illustrate the meaning of these results.  It 

shows the percentage of groups who reach the correct decision as a function of both newcomer 

similarity and the number of allies.  This pattern of results supports the conclusion that the 

negative impact of having allies only occurs in the in-group newcomer condition, and that the 

divergence in performance between groups with in-group and out-group newcomers is driven by 

the newcomer's number of opinion allies.  A series of binary logistic analyses, controlling for 

individual accuracy and how well group members knew one another, show that there was no 

difference in performance between groups with in-group and out-group newcomers when there 

were no allies (B = 1.24, SE = 2.00, p = ns).  However, as expected, the impact of having an out-
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group newcomer is positive and significant with one ally (B = 2.80, SE = 1.71, p < .05 one-

tailed) and also significant when there are two allies (B = 8.13, SE = 3.59, p < .05).   

Finally, we argued that some individuals would be more willing to change their minds 

than would others as a function of our manipulations.  We used the individual post-decision 

reports to see if people had changed their pre-discussion opinions. In out-group newcomer 

conditions, we expected group members, particularly in the conditions with allies, to be more 

willing to change their minds than in in-group newcomer conditions.  Table 5 illustrates the 

breakdown of these private post-discussion opinions, disregarding those individuals who initially 

had the correct answer or were part of a group where three individuals already had the correct 

answer prior to group discussion.  Thus, these were the number of individuals who changed their 

minds from the incorrect decision to the correct decision.  As with group performance, there was 

no difference when there were no allies, but this difference increases as the number of allies 

increases. Of note, in groups with in-group newcomers , no group member changed his or her 

mind to go with the correct solution in the two ally condition, whereas 69% of the incorrect 

members in the out-group newcomer groups changed their minds (Z test of two proportions = 

3.71, p < .01). 

The impact of opinion alliances.  Drawn from the 2 X 3 design, we examined the 150 

“oldtimers” that were either opinion allies or non-allies of the newcomer.  We used multilevel 

analysis because of the nested nature of the data.  To test the hypotheses, we entered whether one 

was an ally to the newcomer or not at the first level (as well as the control for individual 

accuracy, and speaking time of the newcomer), and at the second level, we entered the identity of 

the newcomer.  We were thus able to test for main effects of being allied with the newcomer and 

newcomer identity, as well as the interaction hypothesis.  In support of Hypothesis 2, opinion 
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allies of newcomers gave them more attention (M = 5.82, SD = .85) than those who were not 

opinion allies (M = 5.08, SD = 1.37), t-ratio (138) = 2.31, p < .05, and this was independent of 

how much the newcomer spoke.  Additionally, there was a significant main effect of newcomer 

identity on attention to newcomers, such that oldtimers paid more attention to out-group 

newcomers (M = 5.54, SD = .94) than to in-group newcomers (M = 4.96, SD = 1.19), t-ratio 

(138) = 2.20, p < .05; χ2 (46) = 149.36, p < .0001.  The cross-level interaction effect was not 

significant.  However, because cross-level interactions are often difficult to detect, especially 

with smaller samples (Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998), we created four dummy variables at the 

individual level identifying whether individuals were allies or not to in-group versus out-group 

newcomers.  The results, with means depicted in Figure 5, suggest that ally and non-ally 

oldtimers pay equal attention to out-group newcomers; but that they pay significantly less 

attention to in-group newcomers when they disagree (i.e., non-allies) rather than agree with them 

(i.e., allies).  Non-allies of in-group newcomers differed from each of the other categories in 

attention to newcomers (t-ratios (138) =  2.31 for ally to in-group newcomer p < .05; 3.26 for 

ally to out-group newcomer p < .01; and 2.20 for non-ally to out-group newcomer p < .05); none 

of the other subgroups significantly differed from one another. These results support Hypothesis 

2.   

To test Hypothesis 3, that the impact of attention from allies to in-group versus out-group 

newcomers will have differential effects on group performance, we ran a binary logistic 

regression analysis, including individual accuracy as a covariate.  Looking just at allies, we 

found that there was a significant interaction between attention to the newcomer and newcomer 

identity (B = 3.17, SE = 1.63, p = .05).  This evidence was followed up by examining the 

correlations within each condition.  There was a strong, positive correlation between the 
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attention levels of allies of out-group newcomers and group performance (r(24) = .67, p < .001).  

The correlation was positive and marginally significant for non-allies of out-group newcomers 

(r(48) = .26, p = .08).  However, this correlation was negative for allies of in-group newcomers 

(r(26) = -.37, p =.068) and non-significant for non-allies of in-group newcomers (r(49) = .18, p = 

.23). Thus, in support of Hypothesis 3, it appears that the increased attention that out-group 

newcomers received from allies improved the groups’ performance, while the attention in-group 

newcomers received from allies hindered performance.  Note that the correlations for out-group 

allies and in-group allies are significantly different, z = 3.93, p < .01, as are the correlations for 

out-group allies and out-group non-allies, z = 2.04, p < .05; and in-group allies and in-group non-

allies, z = -2.20, p < .05; but not for out-group non-allies and in-group non-allies.   

Finally, Hypothesis 4 predicted that newcomer identity and being allied with the 

newcomer would interact to influence feelings of social validation.  The hypothesis was 

supported by a significant cross-level interaction, χ2 = 38.72, p > .50, t-ratio (145) = -2.10, p < 

.05 in the multilevel analysis.  The pattern of means shows that although group members 

generally felt socially validated in the group setting (M = 5.75, SD = .89 (7-point scale)), allies to 

out-group newcomers felt significantly less socially validated than allies to in-group newcomers 

(t-ratio (145) = 3.48, p = .001). However, additional comparisons revealed that the expected 

differences between allies and non-allies within each newcomer identity condition did not quite 

reach significance (t-ratio (145) = 1.54, p = .126 for in-group newcomers and t-ratio (145) = 

1.39, p = .168 for out-group newcomers).  Thus, the pattern of results is mostly consistent with 

our hypothesis (see Figure 6).  

In additional analyses, we found that opinion allies of out-group newcomers not only 

suffered in terms of social validation, they also identified less with their sorority/fraternity (M = 
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5.71, SD = 1.37) than did non-allies of out-group newcomers (M = 6.40, SD = .82), t-ratio (145) 

= 2.83, p = .006).  Within the in-group-newcomer condition, there was no difference between 

allies (M = 6.15, SD = 1.08) and non-allies (M = 6.46, SD = .73). This drop in social 

identification provides added evidence that allying with an out-group newcomer may have 

threatened relations with fellow oldtimers (i.e., other in-group members).  

Discussion 

  Many groups experience incongruence between social and task characteristics; finding 

that people who look the same disagree with one another, and that people who look different 

from one another actually agree.  Using the context of having a socially similar or dissimilar 

newcomer join a group, our research considered the affective and behavioral experiences of 

group members when they found they were allied with (i.e., in agreement with) a socially 

dissimilar rather than a socially similar group member.  Drawing on balance theory, our research 

examines how social identity interacts with task versus social concerns and expands our 

understanding of group dynamics in a number of important ways.   

 First, we disentangle newcomer status from in-group/out-group status, recognizing that 

newcomers may or may not share the social identity of their host group. Our findings suggest 

that the social identity of newcomers has a profound impact on how oldtimers experience group 

processes as well as how groups perform as a whole.  Second, our results revealed that 

performance gains did not result from the ideas or contributions of the newcomer, per se; rather 

it was the oldtimers' response to the newcomer's presence that shaped group performance (Kane 

et al., 2005).  Finally, the social similarity between newcomers and oldtimers was a critical 

determinant of performance, as groups with out-group newcomers outperformed those with in-

group newcomers.  More specifically, members of groups with out-group newcomers were more 
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willing to change their minds and change their initial opinions than were members of groups 

with in-group newcomers.   

 These findings suggest that diversity researchers must learn more about the impact of 

social diversity on group functioning, independent of whether that diversity is accompanied by 

differences in perspective or information.  Social categorization models assume that socially 

similar individuals will share more similar opinions, information, and values (Allen & Wilder, 

1975).  As a consequence of this assumption of congruence, group members expect in-group 

newcomers to transition into the group more easily, that there will be less new information to 

glean from them, and that they will be less disruptive of group norms than out-group newcomers.  

Consistent with this notion, additional data from our study indicated that groups with in-group 

newcomers perceived more opinion agreement among the members than groups with out-group 

newcomers, even though the actual level of agreement was the same across the two types of 

groups (i.e., the constellation of individual opinions was held constant).  These results suggest 

that perceptions regarding conflict and disagreement in past research on diversity and conflict 

may be partially due to people’s expectations rather than actual levels of disagreement.  

A key contribution of our work pivots on the observed inconsistency between the 

affective experience and objective performance of group members.  Groups with out-group 

newcomers reported that their groups were less comfortable and less effective working together 

than groups with in-group newcomers, even though they performed better.  Likewise groups with 

out-group newcomers were less confident about the quality of their performance than were 

groups with in-group newcomers. Consistent with recent research (Galinsky et al., 2003), our 

study highlights the inadequacy of using self-reports of group effectiveness as a surrogate for 

measuring a group’s actual performance.  
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 Our study also provides insight into how group members respond when they find that 

they agree with in-group as opposed to out-group newcomers.  The impact of oldtimer-

newcomer opinion alliances has not been explored in previous research in the groups literature.  

Overall, we found that opinion allies of newcomers paid more attention to them; but while an 

alliance with an in-group newcomer seemed to hurt the group’s performance, an opinion alliance 

with an out-group newcomer was beneficial.  We found that the social similarity of the 

newcomer to the current group members affected how much oldtimers paid attention to them 

above and beyond how much the newcomer actually contributed.  Contrary to predictions that 

might follow from a traditional social categorization perspective, we also know that in-group 

newcomers spoke less during group discussion than out-group newcomers, and oldtimers paid 

more attention to the contributions of out-group rather than in-group newcomers.  Interestingly, 

the average length of discussion did not differ based on social identity of the newcomer, so one 

cannot conclude that greater attention led them to spend more time on the task and thus enhanced 

performance.  In fact, groups in the condition that performed with the greatest accuracy (those in 

which there were two opinion allies of an out-group newcomer) averaged the shortest discussion 

time, suggesting that using the time effectively was critical.  

Ironically, allies of out-group newcomers reported lower feelings of social validation 

from other group members, even though the alliance had a positive impact on the groups’ 

performance. We believe that allying with an out-group newcomer can represent a threat to one’s 

social relationships with fellow in-group members (Phillips, 2003).  Seeking to protect those 

valued relationships, allies were motivated to reconcile the opinion difference that existed 

between themselves and the other in-group members, allocating greater attention towards the 

newcomer and the task.  Although agreeing with an out-group newcomer was socially painful, 
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the attention induced by the alliance ultimately yielded greater accuracy, not just for the ally but 

for all group members.  Verification of hypothesis three suggests that non-allies of out-group 

newcomers followed the lead of the allies, directing more attention to the newcomer and 

ultimately reaping the benefits of the ally’s social discomfort by solving the task with the same 

level of accuracy.   

In contrast, allies of in-group newcomers seemed to appreciate the validation of a socially 

similar opinion ally and gave them plenty of attention. They become further entrenched in their 

views and overconfident in their opinions.   In fact, the data reveal that within the in-group-

newcomer condition, allies believed that they contributed significantly more than the non-allies.   

Perhaps this self-importance reinforced their commitment to potentially flawed opinions, 

explaining why allies’ decisions were significantly less accurate than non-allies’ opinions.  

Lacking the social threat of allying with an out-group member, they were less motivated to 

reconcile the clash of opinions between themselves and other group members, resulting in sub-

par performance.  

 Reflective of the distress felt by opinion allies of out-group newcomers, we also found 

that feelings of social identification with one's sorority/fraternity closely mirrored the trends in 

social validation.  Within the in-group newcomer condition, there was no difference in social 

identification between allies and non-allies; however, opinion allies of out-group newcomers 

identified significantly less than non-allies.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

Given the constraints of our design, future research might consider how the social 

similarity and opinion alliance between newcomers and oldtimers would be influenced by how 

long the original group members have been working together.  Furthermore, given the multi-step 
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nature of newcomer socialization, such research might also consider when these "newcomer 

effects" dissipate as newcomers transition into oldtimers.  In generalizing to organizational 

settings, we realize that newcomers act as a minority in the context of our study (i.e., they are the 

single entrant to the group) and that our effects may play out differently if newcomers joined a 

group in a larger cohort. Additionally, although we constructed groups in which all oldtimers 

shared the same social identity, many groups consist of more diversely affiliated collections of 

oldtimers. Likewise, future research should consider the extent to which our findings would 

apply to other types of social differences between oldtimers and newcomers.  For example, 

status-oriented factors like race or gender, might actually enhance our observed effects (namely, 

if oldtimers are of higher status than newcomers, they may be particularly distressed when they 

are in alliance with lower status individuals).   

Social diversity positively influenced the performance of decision-making groups in this 

study, but group members did not fully recognize the positive impact that out-group newcomers 

had on their behavior. One possible explanation for the superior performance of groups with an 

out-group newcomer is that perception of poor group performance itself motivated group 

members to work harder; however, we suspect that perception of poor performance is more a 

response to the group's interaction than a mediator of it.  We also do not wish to imply that in-

group newcomers will necessarily handicap performance.  Although they do not enhance 

performance relative to out-group newcomers, it is quite possible that groups are still better off 

with in-group newcomers than without them (Katz, 1982).  Finally, we should not conclude that 

performance gains in diverse groups would inevitably incur negative affective costs.  Quite 

possibly, an awareness of benefits may help dissipate any negative feelings about the process, 

allowing teams to profit on both affective and performance dimensions.   
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Organizations often add new members to groups to introduce new perspectives and 

opinions (Thomas-Hunt & Phillips, 2003), but one lesson from this research is that newcomers 

may not need to bring a new perspective to the group to have a positive impact on the group's 

functioning.  Newcomers influence the norms and existing relationships between oldtimers.  In 

general, this research suggests that group members who are socially tied to one another will have 

an interest in maintaining their social relationships with fellow oldtimers and will be motivated 

to reconcile differences that are highlighted by opinion alliances, especially with out-group 

newcomers.  

Conclusion 

This research provides evidence of the trade-off between the affective experience of 

group members and their objective performance.  It seems that individuals evaluated the quality 

of their group's performance based on how comfortable their group interaction was.  Given the 

importance of task conflict – and the discomfort that group members report, even with conflict 

that moves the group forward (Jehn et al., 1999) – it may be particularly important to legitimate 

this discomfort in service of the group’s performance.  Moreover, out-group newcomers may 

have their primary impact on group performance not because they bring unique information to 

the oldtimers but rather because they command the attention of oldtimers and force them to 

consider their social standing in the group. Consequently, while allies of out-group newcomers 

may experience distress, when it comes to mastering the task, the pain is worth the gain.  
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Table 1. Group Level Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Study Variables (N = 50) 

  Mean (SD) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Newcomer Identity (Out-group = 1)   0.48 (0.50) -       
2. Number of Opinion Allies   1.00 (0.83)   .00 -      
3. Attention to Newcomer   5.16 (1.18)   .31*    .34* -     
4. Post-Newcomer Task Focus 84.69 (19.36)   .26†  -.01    .25 -    
5. Group Discussion Time (minutes) 14.29 (5.15)   .06  -.30*    .04    .18 -   
6. Perceptions of Effectiveness   6.13 (0.50) -.43**    .04  -.10  -.24†   -.40** -  
7. Individual Accuracy Pre-discussion   0.44 (0.29)   .01    .02    .16  -.13   -.17   .42** - 
8. Group Accuracy   0.64 (0.48)   .22    .00    .28*  -.02   -.05   .38**   .66** 

Note: † p < .10. * p < .05. ** p < .01.  

 

Table 2. Individual Level Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Oldtimers Only (N = 150) 

 Mean (SD) 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Newcomer Identity (Out-group = 1) 0.48 (0.50) -     

2. Allied with Newcomer (Ally = 1) 0.33 (0.47) .00 -    

3. Attention to Newcomer 5.15 (1.44) .25** .28** -   

4. Social Validation 5.75 (.89) -.16† .01 -.05 -  

5. Individual Accuracy Pre-discussion 0.44 (0.50) .00 .11 .16* .23** - 

6. Group Accuracy 0.64 (0.48) .22** .00 .22** .07 .38** 
Note: † p < .10. * p < .05. ** p < .01. 
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Table 3. Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Group Performance (N = 50 groups) 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 

 # of individuals 
correct 
 

6.40 (1.67)** 7.11 (1.94)** 9.51 (3.32)** 12.66 (4.63) 

 
Familiarity: how 
well knew each 
other  
 

-.18 (.31) .33 (.41) .32 (.45) .82 (.61) 
 

 
Newcomer 
similarity  
(out-group=1) 
 

 2.35 (1.16)* 2.57 (1.22)*  1.24 (2.00) 

#of allies (referent 
category no ally) 

    

              One ally   -2.33 (1.45) -3.92 (1.98)* 

 

 

 

               Two allies 
 

  -.51 (1.17) -4.05 (2.45)† 

Newcomer 
similarity X 
Number of allies 

    

             One Ally    1.55 (2.39) 
              Two Allies    6.89 (3.55)* 

 

 

 

** p < .01, * p < .05, †p < .10. Standard errors are in parentheses.   
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Table 4. Percentage of groups reaching an accurate final decision dependent upon individual 

accuracy and newcomer similarity 

 In-group newcomer Out-group newcomer 

0 individuals correct 0% 33% 

1 individual correct 33.33% 66.7% 

2 individuals correct 50% 83.3% 

3 individuals correct 100% 100% 

 

 

 

Table 5.  Post-discussion switching from incorrect answer to correct answer by individual group 

members as a function of newcomer similarity and number of allies 

 In-group newcomer Out-group newcomer 

No ally 25% 27% 

One ally 30% 40% 

Two allies 0% 69% 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Illustration of two of the types of groups examined. The surface-level (i.e., social) 

characteristic is represented by the outer ring, and the deep-level task perspective is represented 

by the inner circle. The shading is a visual representation of the different characteristics and 

perspectives present in the group.  The box identifies the ally to the socially distinct or socially 

similar group member.   

Figure 2: Full Experimental Design with N 

Figure 3: Trade-off between Group Performance and Perceived Effectiveness of Group 

Interaction and Group Confidence 

Figure 4:  Group Performance by Newcomer Similarity and Number of Allies 

Figure 5: Influence of Allying with Newcomer and Newcomer Similarity on Attention to the 

Newcomer 

Figure 6: Influence of Allying with Newcomer and Newcomer Similarity on Feelings of Social 

Validation 
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No Ally One Ally Two Allies 
 

 
In-group newcomer 

I1  I1  I1 
I2 

N = 9

I1  I1  I2 
I2        

I1  I2  I2 
I2  

N = 8 N = 9
  

Out-group newcomer 
I1  I1  I1 

O2        
N = 8

I1  I1  I2 
   O2      

I1  I2  I2 
O2              

 N = 8 N = 8

Note: The number represents the opinion held by the individual and the letter represents the 

social similarity.  Number of allies is determined by whether oldtimers (top row of cell) share the 

same opinion (i.e., number) with the newcomer (bottom row of cell). 
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Footnotes 

                                                 

1 While these values are slightly lower than desired within group analyses (using a 

multile t the 

bers were highly correlated (as 

high as

vel approach) revealed no systematic within group differences.  Thus, we believe tha

variance explained at the group level is sufficient for aggregation and consistent with our 

theoretical arguments and framing of the items (Bliese, 2000). 

2 Oldtimers' ratings of the two other original group mem

 r = .67, p < .0001), so the ratings were aggregated to a single value for the purposes of 

comparison.  
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